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Abstract
Background: In the last decade, graphene oxide-based nanomaterials, such as
graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO), have attracted more and
more attention in the field of biomedicine. Due to the versatile surface functionalization, ultra-high surface area, and excellent biocompatibility of graphene oxide-based
nanomaterials, which hold better promise for potential applications than among other
nanomaterials in biomedical fields including drug/gene delivery, biomolecules detection, tissue engineering, especially in cancer treatment.
Results: Here, we review the recent progress of graphene oxide-based multifunctional nanomaterials for cancer treatment. A comprehensive and in-depth depiction of
unique property of graphene oxide-based multifunctional nanomaterials is first interpreted, with particular descriptions about the suitability for applying in cancer therapy.
Afterward, recently emerging representative applications of graphene oxide-based
multifunctional nanomaterials in antitumor therapy, including as an ideal carrier for
drugs/genes, phototherapy, and bioimaging, are systematically summarized. Then, the
biosafety of the graphene oxide-based multifunctional nanomaterials is reviewed.
Conclusions: Finally, the conclusions and perspectives on further advancing the
graphene oxide-based multifunctional nanomaterials toward potential and versatile
development for fundamental researches and nanomedicine are proposed.
Keywords: Nanomaterials, Graphene oxide, Caner treatment, Drug and gene delivery,
Phototherapy, Bioimaging

Background
Cancer has always been a serious threat to human life and health, which needs to be solved
urgently. Although traditional therapeutic strategies including chemotherapy together,
radiotherapy, and surgery (Peer et al. 2007) have demonstrated plenty of achievements, they
are still limited in clinical applications due to drawbacks like multidrug resistant (MDR)
effect, poor bioavailability, and non-specific biodistribution in the body (Yi et al. 2019; Yan
et al. 2021). To improve the safety and effectiveness of tumor therapy, the development of
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a novel anticancer therapeutic strategy becomes one of the key issues. In recent years, new
methods facilitated by using nanomaterials show great promises in anticancer treatment
(Qian et al. 2017; Yan et al. 2018, 2020).
As a shining star among nanomaterials, graphene oxide-based nanomaterials have gained
significant research interests globally ever since it was first demonstrated in the year of 2004
(Kakran et al. 2011). In 2008, Dai’s research team first demonstrated that polyethylene glycol (PEG)-GO can be used as a versatile platform for delivering anticancer drugs delivery.
The investigation of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials has opened new perspectives for
cancer treatment with improved therapeutic efficiency (Liu et al. 2008).
Graphene oxide-based nanomaterials, GO and rGO, have unique property including chemical and mechanical stability, two-dimensional structures, and biocompatibility.
Moreover, they have a large and easy-to-modify surfaces that can be modified to link with
epoxide hydroxyl, carboxyl, and hydroxy (–O–, –COOH, –OH) groups. These groups can
be further used to change the surface characteristic of GO and provide attachment sites to
various molecules, including protein, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), and ribonucleic acid
(RNA) (Yang et al. 2013a, b). Therefore, graphene oxide-based nanomaterials are well-situated in various applications, including drug/gene delivery, phototherapy, and bioimaging
(Byun and Lee 2014; Chen et al. 2014a, b, c; Kim et al. 2011a, b; Qiao et al. 2019; Ma et al.
2020a, b, c; Zhang et al. 2021; Ma et al. 2021; Gao et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2021), which overall show great potentials in cancer treatment (Durán et al. 2015). Every year, a large number
of research papers regarding graphene oxide-based nanomaterials in cancer treatment are
published and therefore a timely review to summarize the new findings is particularly necessary. Moreover, existing literatures always focus on confined aspects of graphene oxidebased nanomaterials, a comprehensive summary covering all the aspects, ranging from the
fundamentals to synthesis and applications, is of great significance.
In this review, we summarize the recent advanced investigations of graphene oxide-based
nanomaterials in anticancer therapy. The surface properties, biocompatibility, photothermal properties, and pH sensitivity of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials are first interpreted, with the description of GO and its application forms. Then, the latest achievements
of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials in cancer treatment such as delivering anticancer
drugs and genes, phototherapy, and bioimaging, are summarized. Afterward, the biosafety
of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials is reviewed, including biotoxicity, blood compatibility, immune compatibility, and inflammation. Finally, a conclusion on further advancing
graphene oxide-based nanomaterials in antitumor therapy is discussed.

Materials and methods
Not applicable.
Results and discussion
Properties of graphene oxide‑based nanomaterials
Surface properties

GO typically contains both hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions. In the hydrophobic region, the π–π conjugated system on the surface makes it capable of connecting
multiple molecules through the non-covalent bond interactions (Karlický et al. 2013).
Moreover, GO has better water solubility than graphene due to its abundant hydrophilic
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groups, such as –O–, –COOH, –OH. These groups could form the hydrophilic region,
which allows further functionalization by attaching to various molecules including protein, DNA, and RNA (Yang et al. 2013a, b). Besides, compared with GO, the oxygen
content, surface charge, and hydrophilicity of rGO are less, enabling rGO with restored
electrical conductivity, enhanced optical absorbance, and a flat region for loading cargos
(Kim et al. 2011a, b).
Biocompatibility

The structure of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials endows them with amphiphilicity, which makes them show good dispersibility in a variety of solvents. However,
many studies have indicated that GO tends to form aggregates in high-concentration
salt or protein solutions, thus reducing its biocompatibility (Song et al. 2014; Yang et al.
2011). At present, the biocompatibility of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials can be
improved through surface engineering (Miyanda and Gautam 2017). For example, by
modifying with chitosan (CS), the hemolytic activity of GO can be eliminated largely
(Wu et al. 2015).
Photothermal property

Under near-infrared radiation, photon energy can be converted to heat through nonradiative decay transitions, which can be applied for tumor treatment. Graphene oxidebased nanomaterials can absorb NIR radiation and convert it to heat (Gong et al. 2018;
Huang et al. 2014). The non-covalent bond interactions on the surface of graphene
oxide-based nanomaterials can be weakened due to the temperature rise and atomic
vibration. Therefore, graphene oxide-based nanomaterials can not only be used directly
in photothermal therapy, but also can be applied to quickly release goods from the surface through near-infrared radiation (Kalluru et al. 2016).
pH sensitivity

The surface properties of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials can usually be affected by
pH changes. GO are stable at a pH of 7 or 8 and are less stable in the pH range of 3 to 12
(Chen et al. 2013a, b). Compared with the microenvironment of normal tissues (pH 7.4),
tumor tissues are usually more acidic (pH ~ 6.8) microenvironment (Zhou et al. 2014).
At lower pH values, protonation weakens the hydrogen bond interaction between the
drug and GO. This unique property of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials can be been
incorporated into the design of a pH-sensitive anticancer drug delivery system.
Graphene oxide‑based nanomaterials

Graphene oxide-based nanomaterials contain “pristine” GO, rGO, and modified graphene oxide nanocomposites. The methods of synthesizing graphene oxide-based nanomaterials are listed in Table 1.
Graphene oxide and its derivatives

In the typical synthesis of GO, graphite powder is oxidized with various oxidants in an
acidic environment, and then GO can be obtained by ultrasonication or mechanical stir
(Fig. 1) (Bai et al. 2011). There are many classic methods for synthesizing GO, including
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Table 1 Summary of common chemical synthetic methods to generate graphene oxide-based
nanomaterials
Type

Method

Reaction condition

GO

Chemical oxidation KClO3/fuming HNO3

Ref.
Brodie (1859)

NaNO3/KMnO4/concentrated H2SO4

Hummers Jr and Offeman (1958)

KMnO4/H2SO4/H3PO4

Marcano et al. (2010)

rGO

Chemical reduction Hydrazine, hydrazine hydrate, l-ascorbic
acid

Graphene
oxide
derivatives

Covalent

Amine coupling to carboxylic groups;
sulfonylation, acylation

Non-covalent

van der Waals forces, electrostatic
interactions, hydrogen bonding, π–π
stacking interactions

Lin et al. (2016)

Zhang et al. (2017a, b, c, d, e)

Fig. 1 Graphene oxide-based nanomaterials related preparation techniques

the Brodie method (Brodie 1859), Hummers method (Hummers Jr and Offeman 1958),
and Marcano method (Marcano et al. 2010).
rGO is a derivative of GO and can be produced by the reduction treatment of GO with
reducing agents, such as hydrazine, hydrazine hydrate, and l-ascorbic acid (Lin et al.
2016).
Graphene oxide nanocomposites

To functionalized graphene oxide-based nanomaterials, various components have been
incorporated to functionalize graphene oxide nanocomposites. Typical components
used for functionalized graphene oxide-based nanomaterials include synthetic polymers
like PEG, poly-l-lysine (PLL), poly-vinylalcohol (PVA), and Pluronic F127 (PF127) (Liu
et al. 2008; Sun et al. 2008; Xu et al. 2015; Du et al. 2014; Li et al. 2014; Rosenthal et al.
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2018; Chen et al. 2013a, b, 2017a; Rao et al. 2018; Wu et al. 2014; Aliabadi et al. 2017;
Zhang et al. 2018), and natural polymers like CS, sodium alginate (SA), dextran (DEX),
l-cysteine, and gelatin (Fan et al. 2016; Ege et al. 2017; Mu et al. 2015; Tikhonov et al.
2006; Desbrières et al. 1996; Zhao et al. 2018; Li et al. 2015, 2016; Liu et al. 2011; Alibolandi et al. 2017) (Fig. 2).
Furthermore, the functionalization of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials can be
achieved by covalent modification and noncovalent methods (Georgakilas et al. 2012).
Covalent modification, involving amine coupling to carboxylic groups, sulfonylation,
acylation, is one of the most applied methods (Chua and Pumera 2013). This approach
may destroy the original structure of GO that the hybridization of s p2 carbon atoms of
the π-network into s p3 configuration, but it can obtain better stability in the physiological solution. Non-covalent modification can be achieved by Van der Waals forces, electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding, and π–π stacking interactions. This method
does not affect the native structure and π-network of GO, but it also may increase the
instability of the resultant materials (Zhang et al. 2017a, b, c, d, e).
Application form
Nanoparticles

Graphene oxide-based nanoparticles have attracted extensive interests due to their distinct characteristics, such as high stability amphiprotic, and high encapsulation capacity
of drugs (Ma et al. 2020a, b, c). Polymer-functionalized graphene oxide nanoparticles

Fig. 2 Materials used for surface modification of GO
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and GO–metal nanoparticles are well-recognized types (Lu et al. 2019). Polymer-functionalized graphene oxide nanoparticles can be divided into two categories, one is modified with natural polymers such as CS, hypocrellin A (HA), the other is modified with
PEG, poly-ethylenimine (PEI), polyacrylic acid (PAA), and other synthetic polymers.
For GO–metal nanoparticles, GO is combined with metal nanoparticles including silver
nanoparticles (AgNPs) and gold nanoparticles (AuNPs).
Other forms

Graphene oxide-based nano-sheets are also applied in the treatment of tumors. For
example, graphene oxide nanosheets have been used to treat human hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) due to its apoptotic effect in human liver cancer (HepG2) cells (Loutfy
et al. 2017). Other experiments showed that resveratrol rGO nanosheets can cause a
dose-dependent membrane leakage and oxidative stress in A2780 ovarian cancer cells,
which would reduce their viability via apoptosis confirmed by the upregulation of apoptosis executioner caspase-3 (Gurunathan et al. 2015). Gurunathan et al. (2013) demonstrated that both GO nanosheets and bacterially reduced graphene oxide (B-rGO)
nanosheets have dose-dependent toxicity on human breast cancer cells, the dose is more
than 60 µg/ml had obvious cytotoxicity.
Applications of graphene oxide‑based nanomaterials in cancer therapy

Graphene oxide-based nanomaterials have been widely applied in cancer therapy,
including drug/gene delivery, biological imaging, biosensing (Komisar et al. 2020; Chung
et al. 2013), tissue engineering (Ghosh and Chatterjee 2020; Zhao 2019; Dinescu et al.
2019; Olad and Hagh 2019; Liu et al. 2018; Shin et al. 2017; Cao et al. 2017; Díez-Pascual
and Díez-Vicente 2016; Ma et al 2020a, b, c; Ramalingam et al. 2013), and antibacterial
(Ma et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2019; Abed et al. 2020; Lin et al. 2016, 2020;
Pang et al. 2019; Zhi et al. 2013; Chowdhury et al. 2015; Shen et al. 2012; Shi et al. 2013;
Li et al. 2013; Sheng et al. 2013; Gollavelli and Ling 2012). In this section, we will give
an overview of recent achievements regarding applying graphene oxide-based nanocomposites for anticancer therapy, particularly for drug/gene delivery, phototherapy, bioimaging (Fig. 3).
Advanced delivery system

In the past few years, graphene oxide-based nanomaterials have been extensively studied
as a new type of nanocarriers, which is used to deliver various therapeutic anticancer
agents (Sharma and Mondal 2020), such as chemotherapeutic drugs, antibodies, DNA,
RNA, and genes. In this section, we will discuss the application of graphene oxide-based
nanomaterials for delivering anticancer drugs and genes, as shown in Table 2.
Drug delivery Various anticancer drugs have been widely used in clinical treatment,
such as camptothecin (CPT), paclitaxel (PTX), and doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX)
(Ma et al. 2017, 2020a, b, c). However, there are still some severe challenges in the process
of practical application, including the lack of patient compliance, targeting delivery, and
controlled release. Graphene oxide-based nanomaterials are considered as an ideal candidate for drug delivery due to its high loading efficiency, low toxicity, excellent properties,
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Fig. 3 Applications of graphene-based nanomaterials for cancer treatment

and good water solubility. Firstly, the hydrophobic structure of GO is suitable for loading
drugs through the non-covalent bond, especially π–π stacking and hydrophobic interaction. Secondly, specific geometry with a double side of GO can provide a high surface
area, which is conducive to drug loading. Meanwhile, GO has hydrophilic groups such as
hydroxyl, carboxyl, and epoxy, which can offer reactive sites to connect functional molecules to improve anticancer efficacy (Liu et al. 2013a, b, c; Lv et al. 2016). Liu et al. (2008)
have shown that PEG-modified GO could form complex with active metabolite 7-ethyl10-hydroxycamptothecin (SN38) via Van der Waals forces for colon cancer therapy, and
the toxicity was more than that of irinotecan by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. Through
π–π stacking and hydrophobic interaction, other chemotherapy drugs such as PTX can
also be loaded in PEG–GO and exhibit a concentration- and time-dependent manner.
Meanwhile, PEG–GO–PTX shows a higher cytotoxicity effect and excellent bioavailability than free PTX (Xu et al. 2014).
Various specific targets exist on tumor cytomembrane, including folic acid (FA) receptor, HA receptor, transferrin (Tf ) receptor, cell attach molecular receptor (CAMR),
vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR), and epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) (Lee et al. 2016), which offer the potentials for graphene oxide-based
nanomaterials to actively target on tumor. For example, Liu et al. (2018) synthesized a
novel FA-modified fluorinated graphene oxide (FGO) carrier for DOX delivery, which
exhibited higher selectivity toward tumor cells compare with FGO. Ma et al. (2017) prepared a new actively targeted drug carrier system of FA-bovine serum albumin (BSA)/
GO, which used FA as a targeting agent and BSA protein as a stabilizer. The toxicities
of the nanocomplexes FA-BSA/GO and FA-BSA/GO/DOX were estimated in MCF-7
and lung adenocarcinoma (A549) cells. Results showed the cellular uptake efficiency of
FA-BSA/GO/DOX by MCF-7 cells, overexpressed FA receptors was much higher than
that of BSA/GO/DOX. After the incubation of A549 cells, a normal cell with low-level
FA-receptor expression, treated by FA-BSA/GO/DOX and BSA/GO/DOX, the halfmaximum inhibitory concentration (IC50) values of the two groups were very similar.
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Table 2 Applications of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials for anticancer drug and gene delivery
Nanocomposites

Delivered drug/
gene

Fabrication
method

Highlights of the
study

Ref.

PEG–GO–SN38

SN38

Non-covalent interactions

Liu et al. (2008)

PEG–GO–PTX

PTX

Non-covalent interactions

∼ 30% release in
serum; IC50 values:
∼ 6 nM

FA-FGO–DOX

DOX

Non-covalent interactions

Much higher cancer Liu et al. (2018)
cell inhibition than
pure DOX under
the same conditions

FA-BSA–GO–DOX

DOX

Non-covalent interactions

Drug loading efficiency at 30.43%;
higher drug
release at pH 5.0

Ma et al. (2017)

GA–GO–DOX

DOX

Non-covalent interactions

High anti-proliferative effect on
tumor cells

Nascimento et al.
(2016)

CS–GO–DOX

DOX

Non-covalent interactions

Higher drug release Wang et al. (2018)
at pH 5.3; better
inhibitory effect on
tumor growth

GO–MS–CPT

CPT

Adsorption

Stimuli-responsive
controlled release

Tran et al. (2018)

NGO–SS–DOX

DOX

Covalent grafting

Redox-responsive
controlled release

Chen et al. (2014a,
b, c)

GO–ssDNA

ssDNA

Non-covalent interactions

GO platform for the
detection of DNA

Lu et al. (2009)

GOCLNPs–pDNA

pDNA

Non-covalent interactions

Achieved binding to
double-stranded
DNA

Di Santo et al. (2019)

GO–FACO+–siRNA–
DOX

siRNA

Non-covalent interactions

Targeted delivery for
drugs and genes

Cao et al. (2013)

PEG–PEI–FA-GO–
siRNA

siRNA

Non-covalent interactions

Non-viral vecDu et al (2018)
tor delivered
efficiently to tumor
tissues

Non-covalent interactions

Use photothermally Liu et al. (2013a; b, c)
enhanced intracellular trafficking of
nanocarriers for
light controllable
gene delivery

PEG–PEI–GO–pDNA– siRNA/pDNA
siRNA

Low concentration
Xu et al. (2014)
and short time, for
improving the bioavailability of PTX

Therefore, the results solidly indicated that the modification of FA contributed to significantly improved tumor therapy (Fig. 4). Besides FA, other receptors such as cluster
of differentiation-44 (CD44) (Nascimento et al. 2016; Mattheolabakis et al. 2015), HA
(Song et al. 2014), Tf (Liu et al. 2015a, b) can also be used to further expand the targeting strategies of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials. Moreover, the subcellular organelles as a new targeted site for tumor therapy have attracted increasing attention. For
example, Zhang et al. (2018) utilized glycyrrhetinic acid (GA), a mitochondrial targeting
ligand, to modification of GO and loaded on DOX as carrier to targeted into mitochondria (Fig. 5).
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In addition to high-efficiency tumor targeting and accumulation, another key point
is the controllable and complete drug release in effective tumor therapy. The stimuliresponsive nanomaterials are designed according to the unique characteristics of the
tumor microenvironment. Endogenous stimuli usually include pH and redox, and exogenous stimuli usually include near-infrared (NIR) light and magnetic. These strategies
can be used to promote the penetration, diffusion, and release of drugs. Wang et al.
(2018) designed a galactosylated CS (GC) shell coated on GO surface for DOX delivery. Due to the pH-sensitive solubility of CS, CS–GO–DOX disaggregated in the acid
tumor microenvironment, leading to expected antitumor therapeutic effect. Tran et al.
(2018) synthesized mesoporous silica (MS) modified GO as a pH-responsive carrier for
anticancer drug delivery. In the study, the pH-sensitive of nanocomplexes were measured in phosphate buffer saline at pH 7.4 and pH 5.5. The release fraction was 55.2% (pH
7.4) and 69.0% (pH 5.5). Therefore, the pH-responsive MS–GO can be used a successful
strategy for smart drug delivery.
Due to the abnormal metabolism of tumor cells, the content of glutathione (GSH) in
the microenvironment of tumor cells is much higher than that of normal cells or physiological environment (Han et al. 2016). Therefore, this abnormal GSH concentration
in tumor can be used as an endogenous stimulus for drug release (Zhang et al. 2017a,
b, c, d, e). Chen et al. (2014a, b, c) employed DOX–SS–nanographene oxide (NGO) to
achieve the high-efficient redox-responsive drug delivery based on the GSH concentration in tumor. By the SERS and fluorescence signals, they found that DOX has higher
release from DOX–SS–NGO at high GSH level (∼ 60%) than at low GSH level (∼ 10%).
Therefore, the redox-responsive drug delivery system holds great promise in tumor therapy. Besides, magnetic-responsiveness (Thirunavukkarasu et al. 2018; Du et al. 2017) and
NIR light-responsiveness (Yang et al. 2018; Jiang et al. 2018) have also been studied for
realizing their antitumor effects.
Gene delivery Gene therapy as an ideal strategy for cancer treatment is widely investigated (Di Santo et al. 2019). However, gene therapy needs a vector that can protect genes
from nuclease degradation and facilitate gene uptake with high transfection efficiency
(Zhang et al. 2015a, b, c). Compared with viral vectors, non-viral gene carriers can avoid
the limitations such as immune response, toxicity, chromosomal integration, mutagenesis, and high cost of production (Kim and Kim 2014; Guo and Huang 2012). Among

Fig. 4 Illustration of FA-BSA/GO/DOX for application in drug delivery (Ma et al. 2017) (Copyright 2017,
Elsevier)
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Fig. 5 Illustration of the combination of GA–GO@DOX nanocomposite as well as the mechanism of MMA
pathway. a The natural product GA from Glycyrrhiza glabra was used. b The proposed mechanism of MMA
pathway of GA–GO@DOX (Reproduced with permission (Zhang et al. 2018). Copyright 2018, WILEY–VCH)

various non-viral gene carriers for gene delivery, graphene oxide-based nanomaterials
have been considered as the superior vehicles because of their good biocompatibility,
biosafety, large surface area, adsorption capacity, and possesses negative charges. For
instance, Lu et al. (2009) designed GO-based vector for gene delivery that could effectively adsorb single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). Pristine GO can absorb single-stranded
DNA through π–π stacking, but hard to load double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). To tackle
this issue, Di Santo et al. (2019) designed nanoparticles composed of graphene oxide/
cationic lipid (GOCL) NPs and plasmid DNA (pDNA) to transfect human cervical cancer
(HeLa) cells and human embryonic kidney (HEK-293) cells. Moreover, GO-based gene
delivery system of RNAs is also widely studied. For instance, FA-conjugated chitosan oligosaccharide (FACO) functionalized GO (GO–FACO+) used for leading into DOX and
small interfering RNA (siRNA) is designed to change drug resistance (Cao et al. 2013).
Besides, Du et al. (2018) designed the PEG, PEI, and FA-modified GO for the targeted
delivery of siRNA that can inhibit the growth of ovarian cancer cells, and the efficacy of
such complex is evaluated by a series of in vitro experiments. To further improve the gene
delivery efficiency and get a higher transfection effect, Liu et al. (2013a, b, c) designed a
novel gene delivery carrier composed of PEG and PEI co-modified ultra-small nano-GO
(NGO–PEG–PEI), a NIR-sensitive gene carrier, to load pDNA and siRNA. They demon-
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strated that the NGO–PEG–PEI could effectively regulate the expression or silence of the
gene by the controllable NIR irradiation.
Graphene oxide-based nanomaterials have shown great advantages with high drug
loading rate and controlled release-targeting efficiency due to the excellent properties
including lateral dimensions, surface area, layer number, and surface chemistry (Singh
et al. 2018; Hoseini-Ghahfarokhi et al. 2020; Muoz et al. 2019). Further functionalize its
properties to achieve multifunctional drug delivery systems is a promising strategy for
applying graphene oxide-based nanomaterials in clinics.
Phototherapy

Phototherapies, including photothermal therapy (PTT) and photodynamic therapy
(PDT), are novel treatment methods for tumor ablation with various advantages such as
remote controllability, spatiotemporal selectivity, and repeatability without cumulative
toxicity (Sahu et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2015a, b; Shen et al. 2021). In this section, the discussion is not only focused on PTT and PDT of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials, but
also covers photo-chemotherapy strategy as well as combined PTT and PDT strategy, as
listed in Table 3.
Photothermal therapy The mechanism of PTT is the conversion of radiant light energy
into local heat by external NIR laser irradiation, which leads to hyperthermia and elevates
body temperature at the tumor site, thereby inducing damage and apoptosis of tumor
cells (Yi et al. 2019; Mousavi et al. 2020). Since the light source is added to the specific
part, it can kill tumor cells in the specific part without causing the death of normal cells
(Li et al. 2015). Due to its specific delocalized electron arrangement, graphene oxidebased nanomaterials possess strong absorption in the NIR region, which can be used
as promising photothermal sensitizers that can efficiently transfer photo energy to thermal energy (Yang et al. 2010). Furthermore, graphene oxide-based nanomaterials have
better biocompatibility and lower cost for cancer therapy (Vila et al. 2014). Therefore,
many researchers are committed to studying GO as a powerful PTT agent. For instance,
Yang et al. (2015) synthesized a nanocomposite material, an aptamer–gold nanoparticle-

Table 3 Functionalized graphene oxide-based nanomaterials applied in combined anticancer
therapy
Type of combined
therapies

Go-based
nanocomposites

Type of cancer

Ref.

Chemo-PTT

NrGO–PEG/PEI

Breast

Li et al. (2016)

Chemo-PTT

PEG–NGO–C225/PEG

Gliomas

Yang et al. (2013a, b)

Chemo-PTT

NrGO–GNS@DOX

Breast

Wang et al. (2016)

Chemo-PDT

rGO–PVP–RGD

Gastric

Huang et al. (2015)
Shang et al. (2017)

Chemo-PDT

RGO–TiO2

Liver

PDT–PTT

mPEG–GO–C60

Human cervical

Li et al. (2017)

PDT–PTT

GO–PF127–MB

Human cervical

Sahu et al. (2013)

PDT–PTT

rGO–PEG–Ru

Human lung

Zhang et al. (2017a, b, c, d, e)

Chemo-PDT–PTT

GO/(PEG–PplX)/DOX

Breast/human cervical Ting et al. (2018)

Chemo-PDT–PTT

LA–UCNPs@SiO2–C/HA@
mSiO2–DOX@NB

Liver

Chen et al. (2017a, b)
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hybridized (Apt–AuNP–GO), that showed excellent breast cancer targeting and photothermal properties. Due to the existance of Mucin 1 (MUC1) aptamers, Apt–AuNP–
GO could specifically target to most breast cancer cells that overexpress MUC1. AuNPs
anchored on GO can enhance the PTT effects by accelerating the deoxygenation of GO.
Therefore, this nanocomposite showed both excellent tumors targeting and photothermal properties. Lim et al. (2018) presented the synthesis and biological applications of the
MnO2–FA-GO nanosheets. The proposed MnO2–FA-GO nanosheet could be a powerful
carrier for cancer targeting and PTT applications (Fig. 6). Besides, the light-heat effect
of GO can be used to develop a light-responsive gene vector. By covalently binding PEG
and PEI with GO, a light-controlled gene carrier (GO–PEG–PEI) was established, which
improved the transfer efficiency of intracellular genes under laser irradiation without
aggregation in serum (Feng et al. 2013).
Some literatures have reported that PTT is difficult to completely eradicate tumor cells
due to the uneven heat distribution in tumor cells and the low capacity of light to penetrate the tumor, which leads to tumor recurrence (Tao et al. 2014). Therefore, the combination of chemotherapy and PTT as a new strategy to enhance the killing of cancer cells
and prevent tumor recurrence has been proposed (Bao et al. 2016). This combination
can not only increase the sensitivity of chemotherapy, but also improve the absorption
of chemotherapy drugs in tumor cells or controls drug release (Dreaden et al. 2011). For
instance, Li et al. (2016) designed a multifunctional nrGO–PEG/PEI/DOX nanocomposite to improve the therapeutic efficacy for tumors. In vitro and in vivo experiment results
showed that the prepared nrGO–PEG/PEI/DOX nanocomposite exhibited remarkable
anticancer effects in NIR laser irradiation. Besides, Yang et al. (2013a, b) synthesized a
novel complex PEG–NGO–C225/EPI to targeting cancer cells. PEGylated NGO was
used to carry anti-EGFR antibodies (C255) and epirubicin (EPI). C255 was used as a targeting molecule to combine with the over-expressed epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) in glioma cells so that the combination of chemotherapy and PTT could realize
selective targeting therapy. In this study, U87 mouse xenograft model of glioma was used
to research in vivo anticancer efficiency. PEG–NGO–C225/EPI had higher accumulation than PEG–NGO/EPI in tumor tissues. The mice exhibited complete tumor ablation within 10 days and had no tumor recurrence within 30 days. Mice in the control
group that did not receive NIR light and treated only with EPI experienced a rapid tumor
increase. The result showed that PEG–NGO–C225/EPI as a powerful targeting agent
for the combination of chemotherapy and PTT that could inhibit the EGFR growth signal of cancer cells to prevent tumor growth and tumor recurrence effectively. In addition, chemo-PTT due to minimizing the side effects can act as an alternative treatment
of breast cancer (Zare et al. 2018). Wang et al (2016) showed nanosized reduced graphene oxide (NRGO)-based combination therapy of chemo-PTT nanoplatform can be
well used for treating metastatic breast cancer. In the study, by using bioluminescence to
detect the signal of lung metastasis of 4T1 breast cancer in mice, the mice treated with
NRGO-based treatment nanoplatform have a weak BLI signal. The result indicated that
NRGO-based treatment nanoplatform has good anti-metastatic efficacy.
Photodynamic therapy PDT as an effective cancer therapeutic method has been
approved by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) (Qu et al. 2018), which exhibits many
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Fig. 6 Illustration of this composite MnO2–FA-GO nanosheet in cancer targeting and PTT application. a TEM
images of M
 nO2–FA-GO nanosheets. b Analysis of PTT experiments employing the M
 nO2–FA-GO nanosheets
in HeLa cells. Scale bars are 100 µm (Reproduced with permission (Lim et al. 2018). Copyright 2018, The
Polymer Society of Korea and Springer)

merits such as specificity and repeated treatment (Zhang et al. 2015a, b, c). In PDT, photosensitizers (PSs) are needed to generate reactive oxygen species (ROSs) under specific
light irradiation, X-ray, microwave (Chen and Zhang 2006; Yao et al. 2016; Zou et al. 2014;
Li et al. 2010), which is essential to kill cancer cells. Moreover, PDT could damage the
tumor vasculature and activate the immune response has been certified (Zhen et al. 2014;
Yu et al. 2017). In recent years, PDT has been applied to the treatment of many cancers
such as breast cancer (Hosseinzadeh et al. 2018), superficial bladder cancer (Jichlinski
and Leisinger 2001), lung cancer (Chang et al. 2016), and cervical cancer (Wen et al. 2011;
Muroya et al. 1996). Various PSs have been applied clinically or preclinically for PDT,
including porphyrin, chlorin, or phthalocyanine derivatives, all of which have tetrapyrrole structures (Sharman et al. 1999; Li et al. 2020). However, owing to PSs being usually
insoluble in aqueous solution, poor tumor selectivity, restricted absorption wavelength,
and easily removed during blood circulation, PDT faces a huge challenge (Song et al.
2020). Therefore, to effectively deliver PSs to tumor cells or tumor sites is very important
for achieving effective PDT (Poinard et al. 2018). Graphene oxide-based nanomaterials
have been regarded as an ideal carrier of PSs benefiting from their large specific surface
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area, ultra-efficient fluorescence quenching ability, various surface functional groups (Shi
et al. 2014). For example, Dong et al. (2010) designed a novel methoxy-polyethylene glycol
(mPEG) modified NGO–mPEG as a carrier for PSs delivery. The carrier can significantly
enhance the water solubility and biocompatibility of Ps, as well as the efficient cellular
uptake by MCF-7 cells, which contribute to inhibition of MCF-7 cells via PDT. Moreover,
Ding et al. (2016) reported that the application of GO–HA–TiO2 nanoparticles increases
the ability to produce ROSs through mutual sensitization (Fig. 7). TiO2 and HA can combine to form a stable complex sensitive to HA to generate more ROSs. Meanwhile, TiO2
mounted on GO may also generate ROSs when exposed to visible light. In in vitro cell
experiment results show that the PDT efficacy of GO–HA–TiO2 was greatly enhanced
than that of HA–GO.
Chemotherapy is the most widely used method for the treatment of cancer. However, tumor cells utilize multiple mechanisms to reduce the accumulation of the drug
at its intracellular site of action. Drug resistance is the major reason for the failure
of chemotherapy. Overexpression of P-glycoprotein (P-gp), a drug efflux transporter,
is an important determinant of tumor drug resistance. Recent studies indicate that
P-gp-mediated drug resistance may be prevented by PDT (Trindade et al. 2000).
Hence, the development of antitumor therapy with dual therapy of PDT and chemotherapy has been investigated to slow down multi-drug resistance and increase anticancer activity (Khdair et al. 2009). For example, Huang et al. (2015) designed the
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)-coated GO, which provides anchoring sites for ACDCRGDCFCG peptide (RGD4C). Through hydrophobic interactions and π–π stacking, aromatic photosensitizer chlorin e6 (Ce6) can be effectively loaded into the
rGO–PVP–RGD system. Compared with Ce6 alone, the nano-delivery system can
significantly increase the accumulation of Ce6 in tumor cells and lead to an improved
PDT efficacy. Moreover, Shang et al. (2017) reported the TiO2 NPs conjugated with

Fig. 7 Illustration of the application of HA–TiO2–GO for in vitro photodynamic therapy. a The mutual
sensitization process, self-degradation and anticancer mechanism of HA–TiO2–GO. b Mechanisms of ROSs
generation of HA–TiO2–GO system by irradiation. (1: absorption; 2: intersystem crossing; 3: energy transfer;
4: electron or hydrogen transfer; 5: electron transfer between the excited HA and the conduction band of
TiO2; 6: re-oxidation; 7: oxidation of O2 radical d
 ot− by h
 +; 8: reduction; 9: energy transfer from TiO2* to 3O2;
10: reduction of 3O2 by e−). c Schematic and TEM illustration of the GO destroying process by 1O2. The blue
areas represented HA–TiO2–GO complex and s p3 carbon clusters, where HA and TiO2 localizing (Bar = 10 nm)
(Reproduced with permission (Ding et al. 2016), Copyright 2016, Elsevier)
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rGO–TiO2 composites for PDT. It is shown that rGO–TiO2 composites can be used as
an excellent PDT photosensitizer for tumor treatment.
Combined therapy of PDT and PTT PTT and PDT show very good antitumor effects,
but there are still limitations that hinder their applications. For instance, PDT has poor cell
uptake of PSs and a limited absorption wavelength below 600 nm (Guo et al. 2014). While
PTT usually requires high-power density laser irradiation (Liu et al. 2014). To overcome
the shortcomings of PTT and PDT, the development of combination therapies is of great
significance. It has been reported that the PTT-PDT combination therapy shows a better therapeutic effect on tumors than the separate application of PTT/PDT (Wang et al.
2013; Zhang et al. 2015a, b, c). Graphene oxide-based nanomaterials can be used as both
PS carrier and photothermal conversion agent, which can be investigated for combined
PTT–PDT therapy. For example, Li et al. (2017) developed mPEG–GO–C60 complex as
a multifunctional nano-platform, results showed that the combination of PDT/PTT can
cause a significant synergistic therapeutic effect (Fig. 8). The prepared mPEG–GO–C60
not only expand the absorption spectrum of photosensitizer C
 60 via conjugated effect,
but also show no influence over the PTT effect of GO. When exposed under NIR light
(808 nm, 4 W/cm2) irradiation, GO–C60 showed a significant temperature increase (ΔT)
of 13 °C in 9 min than distilled water (1.6 °C) and C
 61(COONa)2 aqueous solution (1.9 °C),
indicating the excellent PDT effect. At the same time, MTT was used to evaluate the antitumor ability of GO–C60 complex on Hela cells in vitro. It was shown that the dark cytotoxicity is not obvious without irradiation. When irradiated for 7 min, the survival rate of
HeLa cells incubated with GO–C60 was the lowest (58.52% ± 4.65%). These results prove
that GO–C60 based PDT and PTT has a good synergistic effect and can be used for cancer treatment. Besides, Sahu et al. (2013) designed a PTT–PDT combination therapeutic
agent of PF127-modified GO to deliver methylene blue (MB) and studied its anticancer
performance. Through non-covalent bond, PLURONIC block copolymer was connected
to nanographene oxide (nGO). The prepared nGO–MB could high accumulate in the
tumor region. In mouse normal fibroblast cell (NIH/3T3) and HeLa cells, nGO–MB can
be easily absorbed and showed higher endocytosis. Combining the excellent PDT effect
produced by 650 nm laser irradiation with laser-mediated heating at 808 nm, a synergistic
PTT/PDT of nGO–MB was obtained, which was more efficient than a single treatment
method.
In addition, it has been reported that rGO–PEG–Ru could be applied for the combination of PTT and PDT in cancer treatment, which was composed of reduced nanographene oxide sheets and a phosphorescent polyethylene glycol-modified Ru complex
(Zhang et al. 2017a, b, c, d, e). In this study, though cytotoxicity assay under 808 nm and
450 nm irradiation, the combined effects of PTT and PDT were evaluated. Meanwhile,
the mechanism has shown that rGO–PEG–Ru can induce cell apoptosis by the generation of ROSs and cathepsin-initiated apoptotic signaling pathways under light irritation.
PTT and PDT are rapidly gaining importance owing to the noninvasiveness of light
and the limited adverse effect associated with these treatments. However, most preclinical studies show that complete elimination of tumors is rarely observed. Combining
PTT and PDT with chemotherapy or radiotherapy can further improve the therapeutic outcome and simultaneously decrease the side effects of conventional treatments
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Fig. 8 Illustration of GO–C60 in photodynamic and photothermal therapy. a Synthetic route of GO–C60.
b Generation of heat of GO–C60 (equivalent GO 40 μg/mL and equivalent C
 61(COONa)2 10.4 μg/mL),
C61(COONa)2 (10.4 μg/mL), GO–PEG (equivalent GO 40 μg/mL) and PBS under the irradiation of 808 nm NIR
light with a power density of 4 W/cm2. c Generation of 1O2 in aqueous suspension of GO–C60 (equivalent
GO 40 μg/mL and equivalent C61(COONa)2 10.4 μg/mL), C61(COONa)2 (10.4 μg/mL), GO–PEG (equivalent GO
40 μg/mL) and PBS under the irradiation of 808 nm NIR light with power density of 4 W/cm2 (Reproduced
with permission (Li et al. 2017). Copyright 2017, Elsevier)

(Denkova et al. 2018). For example, Ting et al. (2018) reported a supramolecular hierarchical nanocomposite for the combination of PTT, PDT, and chemotherapy. The nanocomposite GO(PEG–PpIX) was prepared via supramolecular interactions, which is
non-cytotoxic in the dark and phototoxic with light irradiation to exhibit efficient PTT
and PDT effects. The drug loading content of the nanocomposite DOX/GO(PEG–PpIX)
reaches 15.9% and the drug release shows a pH-dependent profile. Chen et al. (2017a,
b) strategically synthesized a core–shell–shell nanocomposite lactobionic acid (LA)up-conversion (UC) NPs@SiO2–C/HA@mSiO2–DOX@O-nitrobenzyl derivative linker
(NB) for tumor therapy, which consists of UC core ( NaYF4: Yb, Tm@NaYF4), silica sandwich shell (HA/C-Dots), and mesoporous silica outer-shell. This study demonstrated a
NIR-sensitive nanoplatforms could enhance the cytotoxicity for tumor cells.
Above all, phototherapy based on graphene oxide-based nanomaterials is considered
to be a promising method for cancer treatment due to multiple advantages like remote
control, space–time selectivity, good repeatability and no cumulative toxicity (Durán
et al. 2017; Guo and Mei 2014; Yi et al. 2019). Besides, graphene oxide-based nanomaterials can be designed to have synergistic efficacies that can not only generate heat
under the NIR region but also act as excellent nanoplatforms to deliver PSs and drugs to
tumors. Therefore, it is anticipated that in the near future, graphene oxide-based nanomaterials can be used as a treatment platform to combine PTT, PDT and chemotherapy
to better play the role of tumor treatment.
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Bioimaging

Early detection and monitoring of carcinoma cells are important to prevent the progression of cancer. Biomedical imaging technologies as efficient tools for tumor diagnosis
provide valuable guidance for tumor therapeutics. Graphene oxide-based nanomaterials
have been extensively explored in various imaging techniques, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), fluorescence imaging (FLI) photoacoustic imaging (PAI), computed tomography (CT) (Li et al. 2013). In the following sections, we will discuss the
current application of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials for bioimaging.
Magnetic resonance imaging

MRI is a non-invasive and non-ionizing diagnostic method with ultra-high spatial and
temporal resolution (Gao et al. 2018; Song et al. 2018a, b). The location, size, and boundary of pathological areas such as tumors can be observed (Xu et al. 2012). To provide
detailed and accurate imaging information, contrast agents (CAs) should accumulate
in the tumor region, such as Gd, Mn, and Fe (Cong et al. 2010). Developing a vector
with specific tumor targeting and prolonging blood circulation time is an urgent issue
to be solved. Paramagnetic metals functionalized graphene oxide-based nanomaterials are suitable for MRI. For example, Cong et al. (2010) designed Fe3O4 decorated poly
(4-styrene sulfonate)-GO for MRI application by the high-temperature thermal decomposition method. The prepared functional GO exhibited good water solubility and excellent MRI effect. Zhang et al. (2013) report on the development of a two-dimensional
nanomaterial GO-based T1 MRI CA. Compared with gadolinium diethylene triamine
pentaacetate (Gd-DTPA), gadolinium-functionalized nanographene oxide (Gd-NGO)
showed a much higher T1 relaxivity value (r1) and contrast of in vivo T1-weighted MRI.
Moreover, Peng et al. (2012) developed a MnFe2O4 nanoparticle decorated-GO for T2weighted MRI, which got a high T2 relaxivity value (r2) of 256.2 (mM)−1 s−1.
The combination of MRI and PTT is of great significance to realize simultaneous
diagnosis and treatment. For instance, Meng et al. (2017) prepared nanoscaled metal–
organic frames (NMOFs) composited GO and used it in tumor-guided PTT with MRI.
Results revealed that the fabricated NMOFs/GO was effective in imaging-guided PTT
for clinical antitumor applications. T1-weighted MRI-guided PTT was also adopted for
tumor therapy (Zhang et al. 2015a, b, c). The author designed a B
 aGdF5 and PEG-modified GO, which exhibited excellent T1-weighted imaging and photothermal conversion
performance. According to the obvious contrast between tumor tissue and normal tissue
on the MRI, the location and size of the tumor can be clearly obtained. Then, the tumor
area of the mice treated with GO/BaGdF5/PEG was irradiated by a near-infrared laser to
produced significant heating to achieve the antitumor effect.
Fluorescence imaging

FLI is a non-invasive technique based on photons emitted by fluorescent probes (Baker
and Baker 2010; Zhu et al. 2013; Tang et al. 2020; Xu et al. 2020) and is often used to
monitor the pathological tissue and trace the distribution and metabolism of drugs during the therapeutic process (He et al. 2018). This method holds some advantages, including negligible damage to normal tissue, rapid response, strong imaging contrast, and
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ultrahigh sensitivity. Hence, it can be used as a promising technology for tumor diagnosis and therapy (Menon et al. 2013).
Due to the superhigh pay-load ability of GO, FL agents with high-efficiency imaging performance are labeled on the GO platform to introduce FLI-guided theranostic
(Ocsoy et al. 2016). Based on the intrinsic photoluminescence (PL) of nGO in the visible
and infrared regions, Sun et al. (2008) developed a covalently conjugated B-cell-specific
antibody Rituxan (anti-CD20) to PEG-modified NGO to selectively recognize and bind
to B-cell lymphoma cells. However, the fluorescence quantum yield (QY) of the NGO–
PEG–CD20 was difficult to quantify, which limits its application. Therefore, organic
fluorescent dyes are used to functionalize graphene oxide-based nanomaterials for FL
imaging. For example, Yang et al. (2010) synthesized Cy7, a NIR dye, modified nanographene oxide sheet (nGO)–PEG (nGO–PEG–Cy7) hybrid for in vivo FL imaging of
tumor xenografted mice, which showed high tumor accumulation due to the enhanced
permeability and retention (EPR) effect of cancerous tumors.
Besides, FL imaging guide PTT was also exploited (Fig. 9) (Chen et al. 2016). Cypate
was covalently linked with PEGylated GO (GO–Cypate) by amide reaction. The prepared GO–Cypate showed excellent FL imaging and enhanced PTT effect. Huang et al.
(2013) strategically designed a photo-theranostic agent based on Ce6 photosensitizer
conjugated silica-coated gold nanoclusters (AuNCs@SiO2–Ce6) for FL imaging-guided
PDT. In this work, the complex offered a remarkably improved photodynamic therapeutic efficacy compared to free Ce6.
Photoacoustic imaging

PAI is a powerful diagnostic tool based on the photoacoustic (PA) effect, in which the
absorbed short pulses of non-ionizing laser pulses are converted into heat, resulting in
specific acoustic signals emission due to thermal expansion (Huang et al. 2013). Since
PAI can provide optical absorption contrast and high resolution, it is more suitable for
deep tissue/organ imaging. PA agents usually need to perform excellent photothermal
conversion efficiency (Bai et al. 2015). Therefore, PAI agents including noble metal (e.
g. Au NPs), inorganic NPs (e. g. GO), semiconducting NPs, and NIR dyes (e. g. indocyanine green) are the most used (Hu et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2019). In graphene oxidebased nanomaterials, rGO can act as a PA contrast agent and suitable carrier, since rGO
with a larger sp2 domain than GO, has strong optical absorbance in the NIR region (Lalwani et al. 2013). Moon et al. (2015) have developed rGO–gold nanorods (Au NRs) for
enhanced PA and PTT of the tumor. Specifically, the combination of Au NRs with GO
could efficiently transfer heat energy and induce amplified PA signal (as high as 40-fold).
Results of in vivo experiment showed that PA images have high spatial resolution and
low background noise and can provide important pathological information for the following therapeutic period. Therefore, the prepared rGO–Au demonstrated great promises in clinical applications for sensitive PAI-guided tumor therapy.
Raman imaging

In biomolecular detection and disease diagnosis, surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) is widely used due to non-invasive, ultra-sensitive, and high spatial resolution
(Song et al. 2018a, b). Noble metals with specific local surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)
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Fig. 9 Illustration of rNGO–PEG/ICG for in vivo photoacoustic/fluorescence dual-modality tumor imaging.
a The synthesis route of rNGO–PEG/ICG. b In vivo fluorescence imaging. (i). Fluorescence signal distribution
within the tumor-bearing mouse body as a function of time after tail vein injection of ICG and rNGO–PEG/
ICG. White dash line encircles the tumor region. (ii, iii). The ex vivo fluorescence signal of the excised
major organs (tumor, heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney) and tumor slices of mice at 48 h post-injection
(Reproduced with permission (Chen et al. 2016). Copyright 2016, Nanoscale Research Letters)

characteristics, such as gold, exhibit excellent SERS activity (Song et al. 2016). In recent
years, hybrid graphene oxide nanoparticles have been developed to improve the optical
properties of GO, which facilitates the application of GO in the SERS. Compared with
using precious metals alone, the hybrid nanoparticles can significantly enhance the SERS
signal through the specific electrostatic interaction between metals and the strong electromagnetic field mediated by plasma coupling in the cavity (Song et al. 2016). Liu et al.
(2013a; b, c) reported the application of silver-GO-based SERS probe (FA-GO–AgNPs)
induced cancer cell detection. In this report, the author utilized the FA-GO–AgNPs to
achieve high-sensitive SERS signal. Besides, Zhang et al. (2016) designed a multifunctional platform of GO (GO/AuNP/FA) to targeted Raman imaging of HeLa cells. In this
study, Raman imaging was realized employing the SERS effect of the AuNPs. To get a
high-efficiency SERS imaging, Moon et al. (2015) also designed GONS for cancer cell
imaging. By using GONS, which achieved ultra-sensitive SERS signal.

Computed tomography

CT is a widely adopted disease diagnosis method in the clinic, which is of non-invasive,
high spatial resolution (Lin et al. 2017). Nanomaterials containing electron-dense elements with high atomic number have been proposed as CT agents, which usually has
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X-ray attenuation capability, and contributes to the ultra-high contrast of CT signals,
including Au, Bi, and Gd, (Lee et al. 2013). Dou et al. (2016) designed PVP–rGO/Bi2S3
for imaging-guided cancer therapy (Fig. 10). The prepared PVP–rGO/Bi2S3 showed
excellent CT performance, and the position and definition of the tumor can be clearly
observed. Shi et al. (2014) prepared GO@Ag nanocomposites by chemical deposition
of Ag nanoparticles onto GO through a hydrothermal reaction. DOX as the model drug
was employed and linked to GO@Ag via ester bonds. The prepared GO@Ag-DOX-NGR
showed excellent chem-photothermal therapeutic efficacy, tumor-targeting property,
NIR laser-controlled drug releasing function, and X-ray imaging ability.
Recently, there have been a lot of achievements in using graphene oxide-based nanomaterials for in vitro cellular and in vivo bioimaging. Nevertheless, the application of
graphene oxide-based nanomaterials in bioimaging is still in the infancy, and there are
many clinical uncertainties, such as potential toxicity, which may limit its in vivo application. However, in bioimaging for tumor diagnosis, graphene oxide-based nanomaterials have more advantages than other materials. For example, it can play the multiple
roles: (1) as CAs due to their intrinsic FL emission, Raman scattering, and NIR absorbance; (2) as carriers; (3) as fluorescence quenchers; (4) as wrapping materials; (5) as
building blocks, which promotes researchers to further explore to break through the

Fig. 10 The applications of PVP–rGO/Bi2S3 nanocomposite in anticancer treatment. a The PVP–rGO/Bi2S3
nanocomposite as well as the mechanism of combined chemo-photothermal treatment of cancer cells
(Reproduced with permission (Dou et al. 2016). Copyright 2016, The Royal Society of Chemistry)
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defects. Graphene oxide-based nanomaterials exhibited excellent PA/MR/CT/FL multimodel bioimaging performance, which could not only detect and characterize diseases,
but also rapidly monitor the tumor treatment response. Therefore, more attentions have
been aroused into the research of graphene oxide to overcome the limitation of in vivo
application. The design of multi-model bioimaging of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials is one of the promising strategies by making full use of the advantages of different imaging modes and avoid their shortcomings—low sensitivity, long response time,
poor resolution and tissue penetration, and side effect, to provide significantly improved
imaging quality for accurate diagnosis and image-guided treatment of tumors.
Biosafety

It is crucial to study the biosafety of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials in vitro and
in vivo to determine whether they can be used as clinical candidates. So far, extensive
studies have been illustrated the biotoxicity, immunological compatibility, immunological compatibility, and inflammatory responses of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials.
Biotoxicity

Graphene oxide-based nanomaterials show great potentials in cancer treatment due to
outstanding properties such as surface properties, photothermal property, and pH sensitivity. However, researchers need to consider their biotoxicity as one of the primary
issues (Wang et al. 2011). Most researches have indicated that the biological toxicity of
graphene oxide mainly comes from its surface properties: charge, oxygen content, surface structure, lateral dimension, and corona effect. (Guo et al. 2014). Besides, other
factors are involved in influencing biotoxicity: cell types, concentration, and detection
methods (Gautam et al. Miyanda and Gautam, 2017).
It has been proven that graphene oxide-based nanocomposites show toxicity effects
to both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. For toxicity to eukaryotic cells, numbers of
mechanisms have been proposed, such as DNA and mitochondrial damage (Liu et al.
2013a, b, c), inflammatory responses (Orecchioni et al. 2016), autophagy (Huang et al.
2015), necrosis (Qu et al. 2013), and apoptosis (Li et al. 2012a, b). For toxicity to prokaryotic cells, Zou et al. (2016) summarized the mechanisms of the antimicrobial activities of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials, such as encapsulate and capture bacterial
membranes. Furthermore, results of in vitro and in vivo experiments have shown that
GO had obvious dose-dependent toxicity. In studying the toxicity of GO in mice, it was
found that low-dose (0.1 mg) and medium-dose (0.25 mg) GO had almost no effect on
mice. While when the dose reached 4 mg, it showed liver and lung damage (Wang et al.
2011). In addition, chromosomal aberrations and DNA damage induced by GO were
also found (Durán et al. 2017).
Hemocompatibility

Hemocompatibility investigation is an important toxicity assessment of GO (Kiew et al.
2016). In general, fresh blood collected from healthy animals is applied for hemolytic
analysis to evaluate hemocompatibility. The hemolytic properties of GO were usually
caused due to the electrostatic interaction between the GO and membrane of red blood
cell (RBC). However, proper surface modifications could improve the hemocompatibility
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of GO. For example, by adopting CS, the hemolytic activity of GO can be significantly
eliminated (Wu et al. 2015).
Immunological compatibility

Immunological compatibility of GO is also considered as a factor of biosafety. It has
been reported that the presence of GO could cause strong immunogenicity proved by
a remarkable increase of tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), interleukin-1 (IL-1), and
interleukin-6 (IL-6) (Zhi et al. 2013). Meanwhile, PVP-modified GO possesses better
immunological compatibility.
Inflammatory responses

When macrophages play the role of unconventional immune defense, GO can be eliminated or cause inflammation before reaching the target. Yue et al. (2012) found that IL-6,
TNF-α, monocyte chemotactic protein 1 (MCP-1), interleukin-12 (IL-12), and interferon γ (IFN-γ) can be increased significantly in the presence of GO, leading to serious
inflammatory responses. Ma et al. (2015) reported GO can induce more inflammatory
cytokines by interacting with toll-like receptors to activate the NF-kappaB (NF-kB) pathway. Meanwhile, some studies showed that functionalized NGOs could avoid inflammatory responses by macrophages via weakening the opsonin–protein interaction (Kiew
et al. 2016).

Conclusion
This review aims to investigate the applications of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials
(e.g., GO and rGO) in cancer therapy including drug/gene delivery, phototherapy, bioimaging. In terms of drug and gene delivery, compared with other drug delivery systems,
graphene oxide-based nanomaterials can obviously display high drug loading rate, targeting effect, increasing the sensitivity of chemotherapy drugs/genes. For the application
of phototherapy, the combination of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials with PTT to
achieve tumor elimination through the photothermal effect of GO. PDT based on graphene oxide-based nanomaterials can increase the water solubility of hydrophobic PSs
and selectively deliver PS to cancer cells via the EPR effect. Meanwhile, the therapeutic diagnosis platform assembled by graphene oxide-based nanomaterials is applied to
the early diagnosis and treatment of cancer. Besides, to obtain the best cancer treatment
effect, new treatment strategies have been proposed such as PTT-PDT, chemo-PTT, and
chemo-PDT.
A review of current literature has revealed the majority of present studies demonstrate that graphene oxide-based nanomaterials hold a bright future in nanomedicine.
This review not only summarizes the excellent achievements in the last decades, but also
pays particular attentions to the latest achievements in 2 years. Moreover, this review
represents a comprehensive summary of all the aspects of applying graphene oxidebased nanomaterials in cancer treatment. Overall, this review can help readers achieve
comprehensive understanding of the application of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials in tumor treatment and grasp the latest research achievements, thus inspiring novel
research ideas and making contribution to the research field of graphene oxide-based
nanomaterials for antitumor therapy. Unfortunately, there still exist some requirements
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to address the remaining challenges. One of the concerns for the challenge is the toxicity
of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials. Although a large number of studies have been
conducted to confirm the in vitro and in vivo toxicity of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials and its derivatives, the potential nanotoxicity requires further in-depth investigations. For in vitro toxicity, it is very important to understand its mechanism, especially
the cellular uptake mechanism of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials. For in vivo toxicity, it is necessary to study the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
in vivo. Furthermore, how to properly design graphene oxide-based nanomaterials to
achieve the desired therapeutic effect is a critical issue. On the one hand, to diagnose
and treat tumors, drugs or other functional agents need to be successfully delivered to
tumor tissues and retained for a long time. Graphene oxide-based nanomaterials need
to be designed to a suitable size to avoid the endoplasmic reticulation of large-size nanomaterials and the rapid clearance of ultra-small nanomaterials and to effectively passively target the tumor site. On the other hand, according to the receptors overexpressed
on the tumor cell membrane to ensure the effective accumulation and retention of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials in the tumor. Endogenous and exogenous stimuli
should also be fully utilized to realize the intelligent regulation of tumor nanoplatforms.
Besides, many shortcomings in the design of graphene oxide-based nanomaterials as the
multifunctional platform should be avoided, including complex design, cumbersome
synthesis, low integration efficiency, lack of synergy, and uncertain biological responses.
In conclusion, graphene oxide-based nanomaterials have brought many surprises and
challenges. In the near future graphene oxide-based nanomaterials will arouse ultimate
benefits for human diseases treatment, especially for cancer treatment.
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MB: Methylene blue; MCP-1: Monocyte chemotactic protein 1; NB: O-Nitrobenzyl derivative linker; NIR: Near infrared;
NF-kB: NF-kappaB; NGO: Nanographene oxide; nGO: Nanographene oxide sheet; NPs: Nanoparticles; NMOFs: Nanoscale
metal–organic frames; NIH/3T3: Mouse normal fibroblast cell; PL: Photoluminescence; PEG: Polyethylene glycol; PLL:
Poly-l-lysine; PplX: Protoporphyrin IX; PVA: Poly-vinylalcohol; PF127: Pluronic F127; PEI: Poly-ethylenimine; PAA: Polyacrylic
acid; PTX: Paclitaxel; pDNA: Plasmid DNA; PTT: Photothermal therapy; PDT: Photodynamic therapy; PSs: Photosensitizers; P-gp: P-glycoprotein; PVP: Polyvinylpyrrolidone; PAI: Photoacoustic imaging; PA: Photoacoustic; QY: Fluorescence
quantum yield; rGO: Reduced graphene oxide; r1: T1 Relaxivity value; r2: T2 Relaxivity value; ROSs: Reactive oxygen species;
RGD4C: ACDCRGDCFCG peptide; RBC: Red blood cell; RNA: Ribonucleic acid; SERS: Surface-enhanced Raman scattering;
ssDNA: Single-stranded DNA; siRNA: Small interfering RNA; SA: Sodium alginate; SN38: 7-Ethyl-10-hydroxycamptothecin;
Tf: Transferrin; TNF-α: Tumor necrosis factor alpha; UC: Up-conversion; VEGFR: Vascular endothelial growth factor receptor;
–OH: Hydroxyl; –O–: Epoxide; –COOH: Carboxylic acid.
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